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from the chord-line, fig. 3; then draw d u parallel to the chord 5 u, and take the height d s, fig. 2, Plate 2, and apply it from the parallel at d to 5, fig. 5, Plate 3; then draw the hypothenuse 5 u through, to 3 4, at the angle 5 of the perpendicular to the hypothenuse is the pitch-bevel obtained. Draw the dotted line/ k parallel to the hypothenuse, let the distance from the hypothenuse be equal to g h, fig. 6, or g A, fig. 8; then erect the perpendicular r r, from the chord, fig. 3, to the hypothenuse, fig. 5, draw r Ji parallel to the chord from the hypothenuse to the parallel or dotted line/ k to the chord 5 u, let fall the perpendicular Ji 2, draw m n, fig. 3, parallel to the chord 5 % cutting the concave side of the quadrantal part of the given plan; draw the diagonal line r f, from the chord 5 u, to the parallel n m, then draw the dotted lines parallel to/>, from the several points upon the quadrantal part to the chord, commencing at r 4, c 9, a 8, 7 7 6, 3 3 2, I u, and v ^f then erect perpendiculars from the several points upon the chord-line 4, 9, 8, 6, and 3, to the hypothenuse
3,  6, 8, 9, and 4 of fig. 5; then through the angle li erect g / perpendicular to hypothenuse 3 4, let the line #/be equal in length to«2/ fig. 3, from the chord 5 u to the parallel n m; then from the angle at r, upon the hypothenuse, draw the diagonal r f, then draw the dotted lines parallel to r f, from the several points 3, u, 2, 6, 8, 9, and
4,  upon the hypothenuse; then take the several distances from the chord, fig. 3; upon the dotted lines 4 r, 9 c, 8 a, 6 7 7, 2 3 3, u 1, and 3 v, and apply them from the hypothenuse, fig. 5, upon the dotted lines 4 r, 9 c, 8 a, 677, 2 3 3, n 1, and 3 v, draw v u, and r 5; then v u, and r t, will be the ends of the required mould.    Draw 5 a, and r c, which being the required  straight part, the points being obtained, describe the arc u a. for the concave side, through the points 3, 7, also the convex v c, through the points 1, 3, 7, which completes the face mould for the upper wreath.


